Azure Sandbox as a Service: 10-week PoC
AUDIENCE

Cloud Administrator, Developers, Architects, Data Professionals

FORMAT

Hands-on Practice

LEVEL

All Level

PoC DESCRIPTION

The Cloud Sandbox enables your organization to provide access to cloud subscriptions ondemand that are completely isolated from your production environment. It is a great
service for implementing proof-of-concepts, dev-test environments or even hackathons.
Opsgility Azure sandboxes provide your team with a self-service cloud environment. Using
built-in capabilities for creating and deploying templates, they can quickly spin up complex
multi-tier applications complete with complex network topologies to develop and test new
features, to take snapshots of applications and databases and run multiple tests in parallel
on replicated infrastructures.
Partners create a significant number of proof of concepts (POC) deployments. Most POCs
have a defined lifetime and known services. The Opsgility Cloud Sandbox provides the
control you need to ensure that POCs do not unnecessarily use services that are not
required, and do not live beyond their intended lifespan.
Many Partners have solutions that consume a significant amount of resources when
deployed in Azure. Leaving a demo environment up when it is not being used can
significantly increase the cost of a new deal.
The Opsgility Cloud Sandbox provides your team the ability to schedule the provisioning of
an Azure subscription complete with all the features and services that your demo
environment may require including your demo environment too.
Imagine a sales call at 10 AM. Your sales team schedules the Sandbox to deploy your demo
at 9AM and have it automatically removed at 5PM with no additional intervention from
your team. This agility allows everyone to have their own demo environment while
minimizing Azure costs and management overhead.
The solution great for implementing proof-of-concepts, dev-test environments or
hackathons, Host on-demand labs and webinars, sales demos, and a learning sandbox.
Feature includes:
• Simplified subscription assignment
• Pre-configured start environments (templates, policies)
• Completely isolated from your environment
• Time and budget constraints
• Cost center-based reporting for billing
• Support for Azure
• Monthly invoicing (Pay-as-you-Go)
• Simplified subscription assignment
*Price is for standard setup and up to $7500 Azure consumption. Price is subject to change
based on requirements, customization and Azure consumption.
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